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Women in Early British and Irish Astronomy: Stars and SatellitesSpringer, 2009
Careers in astronomy for women (as in other sciences) were a rarity in Britain and Ireland until well into the twentieth century. The book investigates the place of women in astronomy before that era, recounted in the form of biographies of about 25 women born between 1650 and 1900 who in varying capacities contributed to its progress during the...
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Core Java™ 2 Volume II - Advanced Features, Seventh EditionPrentice Hall, 2004

	Completely revised and up-to-date coverage of

	
		
			Multithreadingincluding the java.util.concurrent library, locks, condition objects, futures, thread pools, thread-safe collections, threads and Swing

	
	...
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Pro Asynchronous Programming with .NETApress, 2013

	Pro Asynchronous Programming with .NET teaches the essential skill of asynchronous programming in .NET. It answers critical questions in .NET application development, such as: how do I keep my program responding at all times to keep my users happy? how do I make the most of the available hardware? how can I improve performance?
...
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Strange Material: Storytelling through TextilesArsenal Pulp Press, 2014

	Strange Material explores the relationship between handmade textiles and storytelling.

	

	Through text, the act of weaving a tale or dropping a thread takes on new meaning for those who previously have seen textiles—quilts, blankets, articles of clothing, and more—only as functional objects. This book...
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The Definitive Guide to Terracotta: Cluster the JVM for Spring, Hibernate and POJO ScalabilityApress, 2008
Get the definitive guide on all the fundamentals of Terracotta as well as user secrets, recipes, and prepackaged frameworks.
Written by Terracotta CTO Ari Zilka and his team, The Definitive Guide to Terracotta: Cluster the JVM for Spring, Hibernate and POJO Scalability  covers the following:

	High...
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Spss for Beginners1stBooks Library, 1999
This book is the only user-oriented book on SPSS:

• It uses a series of pictures and simple instructions to teach each procedure. Users can conduct procedures by following the graphically illustrated examples. The book is designed for the novice - even those who are inexperienced with SPSS, statistics, or computers. Though its...
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Effective AkkaO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Avoid common mistakes when building distributed, asynchronous, high-performance software with the Akka toolkit and runtime. With this concise guide, author Jamie Allen provides a collection of best practices based on several years of using the actor model. The book also includes examples of actor application types and two primary...
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Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1999
 The Tcl/Tk best-seller, now completely updated for Tcl 8.2 and the Tcl Web Server!  

 Tcl/Tk 8.2 is the first scripting language that can handle enterprise-wide integration tasks that encompass Windows, Solaris, Macintosh, and other key platforms. Now, in this fully updated Third Edition, Tcl/Tk development team member and best-selling...
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Six Modern Plagues and How We Are Causing ThemShearwater Books, 2003

	"In a clear, engaging style, Dr. Walters tells the tale of each disease like a detective story. He allows each mystery to unfold as it did in reality, often slowly, through the lives of the plants and animals involved, the first human victims, the government officials who tried to respond, and the scientists who ultimately explained what...
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Sex Magicians: The Lives and Spiritual Practices of Paschal Beverly Randolph, Aleister Crowley, Jack Parsons, Marjorie Cameron, Anton LaVey, and OthersDestiny Books, 2021

	An in-depth look at the lives and occult practices of 12 influential practitioners of sex magic from the 19th century to the present day

	

	• Explores the background and sexual magical beliefs of Paschal Beverly Randolph, Ida Craddock, Aleister Crowley, Maria de Naglowska, Austin Osman Spare, Julius Evola, Franz Bardon,...
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The JFC Swing Tutorial: A Guide to Constructing GUIs, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2004
The JFC Swing Tutorial is back, fully revised and updated to include the latest revisions to the JFC Swing API and the Java™ 2 platform. In this book, authors and Java experts Kathy Walrath, Mary Campione, Alison Huml, and Sharon Zakhour—working closely with the Sun Microsystems Swing team—explore the ins and outs of...
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Linux System Programming: Talking Directly to the Kernel and C LibraryO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Write software that draws directly on services offered by the Linux kernel and core system libraries. With this comprehensive book, Linux kernel contributor Robert Love provides you with a tutorial on Linux system programming, a reference manual on Linux system calls, and an insider’s guide to writing smarter, faster code.
...
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